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This follows on from Part 1 in our July 2006 issue, to conclude our 2-part
look at mixing lead vocals. Since then I’ve discussed some of these ideas as
applied to backing vocals, in the December 2006 Vocal Column—now it’s
time to return to the lead vocal once more. Last time we discussed the phi-
losophy of vocal mixing and basic concepts of lead vocal editing, panning,

and dynamics treatment. Let’s move down the signal chain....

Equalization
Equalization, eq for short, is another really basic adjustable
parameter of a lead vocal (or for that matter any other) track.

The term refers to the process of equalizing—evening
out—tonal discrepancies. A well-recorded vocal should-

n’t need dramatic eq, as long as a world-class mic and
preamp were used in capturing it. But even when I’m

working on a vocal that has been recorded well, I’ll
often adjust eq in just tenths of a dB; this might be
to remove unwanted coloration from the room or
proximity effect (generally anywhere from
90–250 Hz), to adjust its cut (generally any-
where from 900–2500 Hz), or to give it more
edge or air (generally 2500 Hz and up).

For fine-tuning of the vocal eq, I usually
wait until the rest of the tracks have been
eq’d and otherwise mixed. Ultimately the
lead vocal eq can be adjusted, first to rem-
edy problems inherent in its recording,
then to fit the rest of the mix. If you’re
working on a system that doesn’t have
much DSP headroom, you might want to
instantiate one of your best equalizers on
the lead vocal track at the beginning of the
mix process, so you know that the most
important track in the mix will be well-cared
for when it comes time to address its eq.

Filters and bands
Different engineers approach applying eq

in different ways. Mixing in Pro Tools, my
favorite eq at this point in time is the Sony

Oxford. I love the architecture of this plug-in. Typically, on a
lead vocal, I’ll begin with the vocal in solo, then first I’ll engage

the highpass filter. Often I’ll leave it minimally set, but I’ll set the
high pass to sit somewhere below the fundamental frequency of the

lowest note the singer sings. especially if there’s low-frequency leakage
from a loud drumkit in the next room, foot-tapping on a not-particularly-
solid floor, truck rumble from the nearby freeway, whatever it may be.

Next I’ll engage the low mids. I adjust the Q to the narrowest possible,
then turn the gain up until the effect on the track is past ridiculous. Then
I sweep frequency, looking for particularly resonant frequencies. Generally
most rooms get involved in a negative way with human voice in the range
from about 125–250 Hz. If I find a particularly resonant frequency—when
I notice the vocal getting really loud and kind of honking—I’ll then play
with a slight cut at the most offensive frequency. I’ll toggle back and forth,
adjusting the gain and Q knobs until I find a setting that leaves the power
of the vocal intact but reduces unwanted coloration.

At this point, I’ll take the vocal out of solo to see how my changes influ-
ence the vocal’s relationship with the track. Assuming these changes

By Bruce Kaphan
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impactful lyric into one that literally screams at the lis-
tener. It’s a great purveyor of anger or frustration.

If a vocal track calls for distortion and it wasn’t origi-
nally recorded that way, it can either be re-recorded using
a distorted guitar amp or other sound reinforcement amp
or it can be processed through any number of distortion
devices, whether a guitar player’s stomp box or a plug-in
such as Line 6 Amp Farm or IK Multimedia’s AmpliTube.
If I have anything to say about distorting a vocal before it
has been recorded, I love to give a singer a crappy dynam-
ic mic and a distorted guitar amp and let them hear them-
selves tearing it up as they go. Psychologically, there’s
nothing like giving a performer immediate feedback with
something like this—hearing the effect while cutting the
track has the potential to transform the track in a power-
ful way.

Links in a (signal) chain
All of the processing that has been described thus far

alters the original sound of the track being processed. In
other words, it’s not an additive process, it’s a process that
transmutes the original signal. In an analog setting, this
type of processing would either be inserted into the signal
chain between the recorder and console or in a channel
insert in the console. In a DAW setting, since there is no
patch point between recorder and console, all of this type
of processing takes place in the insert section of the
mixer. That allows a lot of flexibility in ordering effects as
the audio passes through them, creating a signal chain
that gives the best result for each task.

The order of a chain of signal processors can make a
huge difference. Limiting, multiband compression or a

de-esser (if used) come first: I think of them as science-
side problem-solvers rather than art-side enhancers, and
I want to solve problems before I get to enhancing the
track. If more than one of these problem solvers is to be
used, I carefully consider the order based on how I think
one device’s processing will affect the next device’s.

Should eq come before or after compression? This deci-
sion requires experience in listening. One effect of plac-
ing eq before compression is that a broadband compressor
simply reacts to whichever part of the incoming signal is
loudest. Of course the opposite is also true, in that the
compressor won’t react to the part of the incoming signal
that fails to reach the threshold of the detector circuit. So
if you have cranked a particular frequency range in the
eq, only regions of the track that contain large amounts of
that particular frequency may be strong enough to trigger
compression. This can be useful but is also easily over-
done. Assigning eq after compression has its pros and cons
as well. If eq is boosted too aggressively, with no compres-
sion to contain it, there may be a few just-too-loud spikes
in the track.

In any event, always try to understand the function of
any processor you wish to use, and try to put the proces-
sors in an order that makes some sort of conceptual sense
to you. Mess around with the order to see what happens
and as always, keep what you like and toss what you don’t.

worked, I might either be fin-
ished, or I may want to continue
tweaking. With the low mids I—
more often than not—tend to
slightly cut; it’s different when I
work with the mids, where it
tends to go either way. If the vocal

sounds nasal, I again adjust the Q
to the narrowest possible, turn the

gain up massively and I sweep fre-
quency looking for particularly reso-

nant frequencies that contribute to the
nasal quality, then I cut at that frequency

until I feel I have reduced the problem.
Of course, once mids are adjusted, checking the vocal

in the mix makes sense. At any point in tweaking the
vocal eq, it makes sense to toggle the bypass with the
vocal in the mix. Do the changes I’ve made make it sound
better or worse?

I generally approach high mids in a slightly different
way than any other control. Leaving the Q set to its default
(12 o’clock) setting, if I feel the vocal is a hair too dark, I’ll
turn the gain up a little and sweep frequency until I think
I’ve made an improvement. If either gain or Q need tweak-
ing, I adjust accordingly. Similarly if I feel the vocal is a
bit harsh, I’ll consider cutting high mids subtly. When I
think I’m all done, I’ll toggle bypass on and off once again,
to make sure that I’m really making the track sound better
than it did flat.

Generally, I tend to adjust lows and highs in shelving
mode. I just find that once I’ve adjusted low mids and
mids, resonance isn’t much of a problem, so subtle shaping
of the overall blend of top and bottom makes sense. I may
do this before treating the high mids.

Harmonics processing and distortion
The Aphex Aural Exciter and other processors of this

sort generally work by emphasizing harmonics. Depending
on the particular model, the user can control whether the
emphasized harmonics are odd or even, where the center
frequency is, and so on. I usually find the sound of an
exciter to be a little artificially harsh or raspy for my taste.
Occasionally, if I’m mixing a vocal that was particularly
poorly recorded and as a result has a lifeless quality, or if
I’m working on really heavy rock where all of the sounds
are pressed up against the listener’s face, where giving the
vocal a final little extra bit of edge helps make it a little
more discernable, I might instantiate one of these.

Distortion for vocals? Yes, intentional use of distortion
can occasionally be just what a lead vocal needs to make
a strong impact. Obviously most useful in heavy-hitting
music like heavy rock or punk or various urban music
forms, distortion can heighten a vocal track’s urgency and
strangely, sometimes its intelligibility. It has the potential
to transform what might otherwise not be a particularly

When I used to record on analog tape, keeping the noise floor down 
by means of muting channels not in use was always a high priority.  
In the DAW world this task has become far easier and more precise.
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good that neither the guitar nor drums sound all that
great as portrayed by the vocal mic, but these sounds are
immutably tied to the vocal sound. You have to blend this
sound together with the mics that were intentionally used
to record the guitar and drums. In contrast to the previous
scenario, in which muting the vocal between vocal sec-
tions was an elective and subtle choice, here it could mean
a drastic change in the timbre of these other instruments.
If a fair amount of compression is used on the lead vocal
mic chain, this problem is only exacerbated as the peak
level control allows the background sound level to be rel-
atively louder in the absence of the vocal. What to do?

First I’ll try adjusting the phase of the lead vocal to see
if there’s any cancellation advantage to be gained. Of
course the downside to this would be in the potential of
creating phase problems in the relationship with the gui-
tar. You just have to use your ears.

Second, I almost always deal with this kind of back-
ground noise problem by automating the fader volume of
the lead vocal track. I set this level by turning all of my
focus to the background sound level, while ignoring the
lead vocal to the best of my ability. I try to match the per-
ceived background sound level when the vocalist is on top
of the mic (and the compressor is working) to the level of
background noise when the vocalist is off the mic and the
noise floor (unchecked by any compression) is at its high-
est. I try to sweep this change under the carpet by grace-
fully fading into and out of the vocal regions. Often at
least 6 dB of unwanted extraneous sound can easily be
reduced this way, and you’d really have to be paying
explicit attention to this particular attribute of the mix to
even notice that any monkey business was afoot.

It’s a wrap!
As is the case with every aspect of recording, an incred-

ible array of factors are at work even
when considering the sound of just
one track at a time. Creating a
vibrant, emotive, interesting mix
requires thousands of instinctual
decisions, in the hope of eventually
evolving an amazing invisible tapes-
try of moving air.

I’d have to guess that the odds of
two mixers mixing the same tracks,
choosing exactly the same tools and
setting them exactly the same way,
are astronomical at best. One of the
things I love most about music and
recording is that it doesn’t matter
what you’ve accomplished or what
you haven’t, each of us can always
know more, be more experienced and
be more creative than we were the
day before. Have fun!

Bruce Kaphan (kaphan@recordingmag
.com) is a freelance producer/engineer/
composer/musician living in the San
Francisco Bay Area. His pedal steel play-
ing can be heard on the recordings of
Sheryl Crow, R.E.M., Jewel, American
Music Club,The Black Crowes, and others.
He “adapted the underscore” to Bob
Dylan’s Masked & Anonymous and has
toured with David Byrne and American
Music Club.

engineer chooses to mute or
clean (actually edit out) the
regions between vocal sections is
a function of both time and the
art-side decision of whether the
ambience is useful or not. I’m
almost always in favor of remov-

ing idle noise—I think it clarifies
the remaining tracks. In addition, I

like the sense of intimacy that the
appearance or disappearance of a noise

floor induces. It’s almost like being aware
of the noise floor is part of paying attention

to the lead vocal.
For example, let’s say there’s a musical interlude

between one vocal section and the next. If the noise floor
is subtly perceptible when the vocalist is singing, then it is
deftly tailed out as the musical focus turns to the soloist in
the interlude, it helps turn the listener’s attention away
from the presence of the vocalist, as one’s visual interest
would be swayed away from the vocalist to the soloist in a
live setting. The subtle sound of the noise floor either
returning with or slightly presaging the vocalist’s return
gently nudges the listener back into an awareness of the
vocalist’s reappearance.

Cleaning or muting a vocal track that was recorded in
the midst of other sounds is more complicated. For exam-
ple: let’s say you need to mix a lead vocal track that was
cut by a singer who was playing acoustic guitar in a not-so-
soundproof booth while a full, loud band played in the
adjacent room. You’ve got plenty of guitar and a little bit
of drum leakage in the vocal track. Chances are pretty

Figure 1. Automated gain changes within the DAW allow for a very fine level of
control when riding the level of a lead vocal. The stretch of vocals above is just

over four minutes long, but has dozens of fine level tweaks to get the best result.
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